
Check-Up A 

Skills: spelling for sounds, blending sounds, encoding, substitution 
o Teachers ask students to write their name as neatly as possible next to the word “name.”

1-4) Spellings (how a sound can be represented):
Teachers say sound.  Students look at the three options and decide which options can spell that 
sound.  Students circle 1-3 of the spellings shown. 
“I am going to say a sound.  Look at the three spellings.  Circle ALL of the ways the sound can be 
spelled.  It could be 1-3 of the spellings shown.” 

1) /s/
2) /k/
3) /E/
4) /A/

5-8) Blending Sounds (2-4 phonemes):
Teachers say a word in segmented phonemes with wait time in between.  Students blend the sounds 
and figure out the corresponding word by circling the picture for that word. 
“I’m going to say a word in three or four sounds, and you need to blend the sounds to make a word.  
Once you know what the word is, you can circle the picture for that word that is in the row.” 

5) /g/ - pause - /r/ - pause - /A/ - pause - /p/
6) /r/ - pause - /A/
7) /k/ - pause - /A/ - pause - /p/
8) /sh/ - pause - /A/ - pause - /v/

9-12) Encoding (writing the sounds you hear, following the rules you have been taught):
Teachers say a word.  Students listen to each sound in that word.  Students write the word based on 
the sounds and the phonics rules learned. (Teachers can identify “vowel teams” or sneaky “e.”) 
“I am going to say a word and I want you to write that word on the line.  Listen carefully to the sounds 
and remember the rules we have learned about letters and sounds so far.” 

9) crane (sneaky “e”)
10) boat (vowel team)
11) bench
12) spring

13-18) Switch (substitution):
Teachers say a word.  Teachers tell students which sound(s) will change and what the substitute 
sound(s) will be.  Students circle the picture for the new word. 

13) switch /ch/ for /th/ in “patch”
14) switch /sh/ for /b/ in “shed”
15) switch /A/ for /i/ in “ship”
16) switch /a/ for /I/ in “have”
17) switch /pr/ for /kl/ in “proud”
18) switch /or/ for /ow/ in “horse”

NOTE: This quick assessment can be scored but is more effective when used as a check of whether students are 
mastering phonemic awareness and learned phonics. 
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